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ABSTRACT

ACM Classification Keywords

Despite the known educational and memory recall benefits
of sketchnoting, e.g., a form of notetaking with a mixture
of drawings, handwriting, typography, and other visual
elements, the practice has been challenging for people to
adopt naturally. Furthermore, with the growing popularity
of digital pens and tablets, the modern form of notetaking
brings increased possibilities and challenges to
sketchnoting. In this paper, we study the live analog
sketchnoting process before, during, and after a
presentation, to identify strategies employed during realtime visual notetaking and inform the design of future
digital inking tools and techniques.

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous
MSc Contribution Type

Interaction Techniques
1. INTRODUCTION

Sketchnoting, also known as visual notetaking, is the realtime representation of information (e.g., facts, quotations,
ideas) as doodles, sketches, and shortened text. Through
imagery (e.g., illustrations, arrows, question marks), layout
(e.g., top-to-bottom, path, grid), and line quality (e.g.,
color, thickness, density), sketchnoting can convey rich
ideas without the rigid orderliness of traditional notetaking
[12]. Unlike conventional notetaking, which aligns more
closely to transcription, visual notetaking requires more
individual and creative interpretation, leading to deeper
recall and retention [24]. However, people often feel
deterred to sketchnote due to limitations in artistic ability
and to feeling unaccustomed to the technique [3].

We recorded ten participants use analog tools (e.g., pens,
paper, pencil) as they took visual notes for two video
presentations, respectively four minutes and 19 minutes
long. Participant video data was then codified by their
sketchnoting activities. From insights on the video data and
five 45-minute semi-structured interviews on participants’
sketchnoting behaviors, we derived five overarching
themes. We recommend that future digital notetaking
devices mimic the tactile sensations of analog writing,
reduce as much cognitive load as possible during live
sketchnoting (incorporating the physical limitations of
analog tools and providing seamless integration of more
paper), and offer functionality to polish sketchnotes postpresentation.

[4] impresses that for visual notetaking, the beautification
of a design is not as important as the ability to successfully
communicate ideas. While sketchnoting encourages
notetakers to feel free to draw and write however they wish,
there are common practices many experienced
sketchnoters follow to ensure that their notes are
understandable and aesthetically coherent. Currently, there
are numerous handbooks [19], video tutorials [7, 30, 36],
and blogposts [11, 22, 28] that showcase any tips and best
practices for those who are beginning to engage with the
skill.
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While there is great potential for technology to help users
process, scribe, and simplify information, doing so requires
mitigating the existing challenges in notetaking, such as
maintaining focus and rendering information with one’s
own phrasing. In a study by [1] on notetaking mostly
through a copy-paste mechanisms, researchers found that
while information was more efficiently captured, students
experienced reduced attentiveness and learning retention.
With easy editing, exporting, and sharing capabilities,
digital tools have become popular among sketchnote
practitioners, from devices such as reMarkable, the Apple
iPad, and the Microsoft Surface, or apps for such digital
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

tablets (Adobe Draw, Procreate) [28]. These benefits allure
notetakers towards digital notetaking, but users seemingly
still seek analog object experiences [6, 17, 18].

Here, we discuss previous research related to sketchnoting
as a technique for effectively capturing notes, documented
sketchnoting methods to creatively capture information,
and some existing analysis techniques for video analysis
and behavioral studies.

To understand why, we dive into the unique experiences of
using analog tools to capture notes. Our focus is to
investigate key questions such as:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Benefits of Sketchnoting

How do sketchnote practitioners change their
visual notetaking styles over the course of a
notetaking session (e.g., before, during, and after
a presentation)?
How do sketchnote practitioners change their
notetaking styles based on the time constraints of
a notetaking session (e.g., shorter vs. longer
presentations)?
What sketchnoting practices and strategies are
commonly applied by sketchnote practitioners?
What practices and strategies are a departure from
other practitioners?
How are shortcuts and placeholders employed
during the live sketchnoting process to adapt to
time pressures?
How does layout structure get planned, changed,
and adapted during the live sketchnoting process?
What motivates practitioners to sketchnote? What
distresses them during sketchnoting?

Sketchnoting is the creation of rich visual notes developed
from handwriting, drawings, and other visual elements
[14]. Sketchnotes are generated in the moment as a person
consumes information and illustrates high-level ideas to
their individual style. Sketchnotes can capture in-person
lectures, video talks, papers and documents, meetings,
conferences and more.
To fully understand the benefits of visual notetaking, we
first take a step back to compare recall and recognition
when handwriting versus typing. In a study by [34],
findings revealed that participants increased kinesthetic
activity and motor memory when handwriting notes
created more complex memory trace than the affordances
of typing notes. Similarly, research by [32] suggested that
notes taken via laptop more indiscriminately replicated
information compared to via longhand. Handwriting, they
found, required more mental synthesis and summary
which, in turn, produced a cognitive challenge that cements
user learning.

These questions define the structure and studies of our
work.

With the incorporation of hand-drawn elements, visual
notes amplify the cognitive mental recognition and
educational advantages of longhand notes [27]. It
encourages cognitive patternmaking to remember topics;
enhances attentional engagement for memorable learning;
deepens people’s understanding of complex topics by
creating their own conventions of representation; and more
successfully communicates and explains information to
peers [23].

In this paper, we propose a study to understand how visual
notetaking is affected by time and analog tool usage. Ten
sketchnote practitioners were asked to generate live
sketchnotes based on two video lectures, one
approximately four minutes and 19 minutes long.
Following this, we qualitatively coded their sketchnote
recordings, flagging key events (e.g., pre-presentation,
drawing objects, handwriting, color embellishments, postpresentation) with the intent of observing their decision
making over time. We followed up with five participants
to conduct 45-minute semi-structured interviews to further
understand their behaviors and the actions that informed
their visual notetaking. Finally, thematic analysis was
performed on the interview scripts within the dimensions
of intuitive decision making, comparing digital and analog
tools, and sketchnote spatial organization.

Along that vein, during talks and conferences, sketchnoters
frequently post their creations on social media platforms to
share their interpretation of information, as well as online
communities to browse others’ sketchnotes. The ability to
share sketchnotes with a larger community has played a
significant role in the technique’s social prominence and
popularity. The Sketchnote Army, for example, is an online
community whose purpose is to showcase members’ work
and encourage one other to practice sketchnoting [21]. In
one postgraduate student’s account of sketchnoting, they
described the act of posting online as such: “[Sharing
sketchnotes] has led to making connections with people
that I may not have met otherwise […] It’s a great way of
being creative, making connections and giving back and at
the same time keeping engaged while making notes” [8].

As outcomes of our study and analysis, this paper
contributes (1) the results of a study of real-time
sketchnoting practices, along with participants’
sketchnoting activities over time as encoded timelines and
abstracted visual summaries; (2) findings along the five
observed themes: layout structure, spatial density and fill,
information extraction, tools related to focus, and attitudes
towards sketchnoting; and (3) suggestions for future
designs of digital inking tools.

Additionally, real-time sketchnoting for an audience at
professional and business events helps guide viewers
through a shared narrative journey and towards a common
goal [3].
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For these reasons, sketchnoting contributes meaningfully
and richly to people’s learning and has immense potential
to be successfully rendered in digital platforms.

Capturing behavioral studies using video data is
particularly useful to (1) distinguish moments that are
temporally close to one another; (2) study human behavior
with extreme attention to detail; and (3) replay, review, and
reproduce interactions [15].

Sketchnoting Techniques

Despite the known benefits of visual notetaking, many
have difficulty adopting the technique, often initially
failing to plan their note’s layout or finding themselves
overly critical of their illustrations [16]. Most notably, in a
user study by [2], despite that drawing abilities should not
be of any importance, it was evident that many sketchnote
novices believed their drawing skills to limit their
sketchnoting success. Another obstacle to the continued
practice of sketchnoting is that it demands higher levels of
patience and practice than conventional notetaking, which
is already learned and sustained out of habit [31].

There are limitations, however, in choosing video capture
for observational studies. These include (1) lack of a
setting’s contextual data (e.g., view is limited to
information displayed in the window frame); (2) analyzing
such visually rich data is time- and resource-consuming;
and (3) participants’ naturalistic behaviors may be affected
under known surveillance [9, 15].
There are several technologies that attempt to streamline
the manual task of temporal trend analysis [33, 40]. These
tools often explore how to automate the visualization and
the temporal and relationship frequency in the data. While
alternative video analysis tools have facilitated complex
and interesting trend observations, they are still in the
nascent stages of adoption, so manual video analysis
remains the preferred method for scientific studies.

To ease the beginning process for new sketchnoters,
sketchnote practitioners have created an abundance of
guidance materials. One of the most common ideas
stressed is the importance of notetaking layout [9, 12, 29,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39], as part of the preparation work and
throughout the entirety of the sketchnoting event.
Arranging note information is arguably the most
challenging aspect for users to achieve, along with the most
important, as it helps audience members follow along the
creator’s train of thought and a clear information hierarchy
[2]. While not definitive, [12] describes several patterns of
information display (linear, radial, path, modular, popcorn,
vertical, skyscraper) that are commonly observed in
sketchnoting. Each layout has benefits and drawbacks that
are noticeable with practice.

User requirements for comprehensive video analysis
involve two processes: annotation, where users capture
notes on the video in the moment, and detailed analysis,
where users either home in on a clip of the recording to
examine all facets of displayed informational cues or
attempt to summarize and uncover patterns (e.g., statistical,
thematic) in the recording [5].
With this in mind, we understand that temporal video
pattern analysis has complex data insights to offer, but
analysis requires a rich and multilevel approach for
complete understanding of the video data.

Additionally, existing libraries of shapes and icons, as well
as practice sheets to help people invent their own personal
visual repository [11, 26, 27, 30] all help novices accelerate
their comfortability, naturalness, and speed during visual
notetaking.

3. METHODOLOGY

To understand real-time visual notetaking behaviors, we
proposed a four-stage study. In the first stage, we asked ten
participants to record their process sketchnoting two
informational presentation videos, one approximately four
minutes long, and another approximately 19 minutes long.
In the second stage, we segmented and flagged the video
recordings based on different sketchnoting activities,
annotating relevant observations. Thirdly, once the video
timeline analysis was complete, we conducted 45-minute
interviews with five participants to understand and clarify
their live sketchnoting processes, centering the discussion
on our early findings from the video data. Finally, thematic
analysis was employed on the transcribed interview scripts
to elucidate further on participants’ notetaking strategies.

There are various other tips for sketchnoting, for example:
before even beginning, one can (1) situate oneself in an
environment conducive to focusing [8], meaning to avoid
distractions (e.g., avoid distracting noises, heavy foot
traffic); (2) prepare notes by writing in available relevant
information before the notetaking session (e.g., name of the
presentation and speaker); (3) make key information layout
decisions in advance to the session; and (4) practice
simplifying ideas into basic icons that are quick and easy
to draw [7, 10, 28].
Despite the plethora of expert knowledge to help beginners
engage with sketchnoting, there is little research on how
the advice transfers along digital versus analog mediums.
Studying sketchnote practitioners using traditional ink may
help us understand how notetaking skills compare amongst
tools.

Participants

Ten participants were recruited via posting in the
sketchnoting community on Twitter and posting in the
Sketchnote Army online blog. All participants had
practiced sketchnoting for at least one year and felt
comfortable using analog tools to sketchnote. The
participants were equally split between men and women,
were between 20 and 55 years old, and had been

Temporal Video Analysis for Behavioral Studies

The use of video technology is a common method of
observation and analysis for behavioral observation.
3

sketchnoting for between one and 20 years.
Occupationally, one participant was an undergraduate
student, five participants worked in technology industries
(three were user experience designers), three participants
worked in academia, and one participant worked in an
unrelated industry. Each participant was rewarded £25 via
gift card voucher or charity donation for the behavioral
study, and £15 via gift card voucher or charity donation for
the interview.

page with color; drawing arrows connect and improve the
flow of information).

Materials

Participant used their own analog writing materials and A5
sized paper. To ensure notetaking consistency amongst
participants and the sense of “limitation” in analog layout
and tool capabilities, digital inking devices were not used
[19]. Experiments were filmed using camera phones or
web cameras. To position their cameras for a full view of
the notetaking process, tripods or stacks of objects were
used. Two speaker presentation videos on the TED website
were pre-selected and alternated for participant viewing.
These videos were approximately four minutes long (This
is “What makes employees happy at work” by Michael C.
Bush) and 19 minutes long (“The way we think about
charity is dead wrong” by Dan Pallotta). An example of the
entire setup can be seen in Figure 1.
Design

The experiment used a within-subjects design. We varied
the video presentation length for the sketchnoting task
between 4- and 19-minute-long videos. All participants
were expected to use only analog tools to generate their
notes. We focused our observations on participants’ realtime sketchnoting activities, especially related to time
constraints, visual-spatial processing, and tool
applications. The behavioral study was followed first by a
coded analysis of the recorded videos as timelines and then
by semi-structured interviews with five available
participants.

Figure 1. Illustration of behavioral study setup for
participants

Participants used any analog tools they preferred. Half of
the participants watched the shorter video first and the
other half second to ensure that any findings were not
influenced by participants’ order of video viewing.
Although the live presentations only took a sum of 23
minutes, each full behavioral session lasted approximately
one hour per participant due to the study introductions and
pre- and post- presentation processing activities.

Procedure

Each participant was sent an information sheet and consent
form to read and sign before proceeding with the study.
For the study, Zoom was used to engage with participants
in an online video call. At the start of each behavioral
session, each participant was greeted, explained the aim of
the study, and assisted to setup their camera for a full view
of their hands and note sheet. For each video presentation,
participants self-recorded their sketchnoting process. This
included the following: pre-presentation, as in the time
they took before the video to prepare themselves (e.g.,
writing down the name of the presentation, conference, or
speaker; drawing a caricature of the speaker; skimming the
presentation notes to get a sense of the subject matter);
during the presentation play, wherein they would play the
video once through; and post-presentation, as in the time
after to add final touches to the sketchnote (e.g., finishing
words, sentences, and drawings; embellishing the note

The behavioral study was followed by semi-structured
interviews with five available participants to (1) inquire
about participants’ general sketchnoting practices and
tactics, and (2) clarify video data findings. Interviews
lasted approximately 45 minutes.
Analysis

We analyzed video recordings in several ways: (1) taking
real-time field notes during the behavioral study; (2)
encoding each participant’s sketchnoting behaviors based
on their timeline of activities, adding relevant annotations
(Figure 18); and (3) abstracting each participant’s physical
note page based their sketchnoting process over time,
especially relative to space and layout (Figure 4). For the
interview scripts, we proceeded with a bottom-up thematic
analysis approach to validate or gather new understandings
4

of sketchnote practitioners’ strategies and techniques.
Finally, we compared video data and transcript analyses to
review findings on the practice and personal philosophies
of live sketchnoting.

commented, “When I first started, I didn’t think much
about layout; I do book-format, top to bottom, left to right.
Now if I’m going into something, I will think more about
what the best way would be to represent information.”

As part of our findings, we produced two visual analysis
artifacts. We first created a timeline color-coded by each
participant’s notetaking activities for each video
presentation sketchnote, also annotating before, during,
and after video play (Figure 18). Notetaking activities
included handwriting; sketching objects; drawing
containers, separators, or containers; erasing; changing
tools; adding embellishments as highlighting or shading;
adding embellishments as pen strokes; and drawing
typography lettering. Additionally, for each participant’s
sketchnote, we produced a visual summary of how they
filled out their sketchnote over time (Figure 4). We used a
system of iconography and color to indicate what
participants were sketchnoting (handwriting; typography
lettering; drawing objects or items; drawing containers;
drawing arrows; drawing lines; embellishing) and at what
point in time during the presentation they were doing so
(start to end of pre-presentation as a gradient of blue; start
to end of the live presentation as a gradient of grey; start to
end of post-presentation as a gradient of red). For the live
presentation, only arrow-like iconography was used to
focus on the direction of information flow and fill.
4. FINDINGS

Here, we present findings from our field study, providing
observations and elucidations on live participants’
sketchnoting techniques, personal reflections, and social
interactions associated with sketchnoting.
Theme 1: Structuring the Layout

The layout of sketchnotes is of extreme importance to a
viewers’ perception, synthesis, and analysis of information
flow. In this theme, we divide observations on how
participants chose to organize presentation information
into three parts: before the presentation played; during the
live play; and after the presentation. In Figure 2, we see
P3’s process of completing a sketchnote divided in this
way.
Pre-Presentation: Pre-Planning Layout When Comfortable,
Preparing for Complete Focus During Presentation Play

Figure 2. Screenshots of P3’s sketchnote before the
presentation, right after the presentation, and after postpresentation processing

Participants described normally resorting to what they
were comfortable with when planning the organization of
their note page. At times, participants would depart from
their typical layout if they felt like they had an existing
grasp on the talk’s structure or subject matter (e.g., the talk
would be separated into five points based on the
description, already knowledgeable in talk content), or if
they were more experienced notetakers and felt a particular
style would make the most sense for a viewer. P8 said, “If
I can get a sense of what the talk is, […] I will try to
formulate how to structure it, or okay, five main points that
I’ll grid into five main sections.” Additionally, P5

In terms of where on the page participants would
sketchnote before the video presentation, we can see in the
layout visual summaries (Figure 4) that pre-presentation
notes either occupied the top of the page (typically lefthand side) or acted as the centerpiece. In the summaries,
we also see that pre-presentation sketchnoting greatly
affected the direction and build out of information during
live sketchnoting. For example, starting to sketchnote at the
top of the page more commonly led participants to fill the
page from top to bottom [P1, P2, P4, P5, P7, P8, P9, P10].
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“What makes employees happy at work” by Michael C. Bush (4 minutes)

“The way we think about charity is dead wrong” by Dan Pallotta (19 minutes)

Figure 3. Sketchnotes of all participants with annotated observations
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“What makes employees happy at work” by Michael C. Bush (4 minutes)

“The way we think about charity is dead wrong” by Dan Pallotta (19 minutes)

Figure 4. Visual summaries of each participant’s sketchnoting activities on the note page over time
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Secondly, eight of our ten participants spent time
before the presentation to sketchnote the title (Figure
5), or to read through the presentation’s description
[P2, P4, P6, P10]. When asked how they prepared to
sketchnote for a presentation, four of the five
participants interviewed described prefilling the page
with titles of the speaker, conference, or presentation
[P2, P5, P6, P8]. Several did so to stay attentive during
the live presentation [P2, P5, P8]. P2 said, “Sometimes
I’m given the slides beforehand and the talk
description so I can mentally map what they’ll talk
about. I try to get into the headspace.” Similarly,
regarding focus, P5 said, “I’ll do as much as I can
before so that I’m not fiddling with this while they’re
talking … I try to take as much away in the moment to
be in the moment.” P8’s justification echoes this
sentiment. They reasoned, “I’ll try to research the talk
enough of it where I can see who’s doing the talk,
basically any details I can get my hands on… so that
during the talk itself I can focus on the content.”

they were sketchnoting, “I’ll put all the things related
to the same concept next to each other.” In Figure 6,
we segmented P8’s sketchnote by the order that they
captured information. Here, we see that where P8
chose to write the points was based on both white
space and relevancy to nearby points.

Figure 5. Examples of pre-presentation sketchnoting
Live Presentation:
Information

Intuitively

Populating

with
Figure 6. P8’s sketchnote for the 19-minute video with
labels specifying their order of adding information

There was generally little concern regarding planning
layout while live sketchnoting. There were no strict
rules that practitioners followed, but rather methods
that felt comfortable and natural to them. Participants
described intuitively populating the page, normally
from top to bottom and from left to right, which can be
expected since English is written in these directions.
P8 commented, “It’s mostly top-down and then
flowing downwards, but it’s not necessarily 1-2-3-4.”
Layout edge cases included P10, who took notes in a
clockwise spiral going inwards, and P6, who
alternated taking notes above and below an illustrated
horizon line (Figure 4).

Post-Presentation: Linking Everything Together

After the presentation, participants used took time to
partition, emphasize, or connect points of information.
The video timeline analysis in Figure 18 reveals that
very little handwritten notetaking occurred postpresentation. Rather, at this time most participants
focused on tying together any disparate elements of
the note page (e.g., added color for embellishment and
cohesion, as well as connectors, separators, and
containers). Depending on the participant, adding
elements to help delineate and transition viewers
between points was also completed during the
presentation.

From the layout visual summaries in Figure 4, we also
see that notetakers would add new information points
either close to most recently written point; if layout
was pre-planned to spread out from the center,
distanced from the most recently written point; or
beside a related earlier point. P8 also noted that while

P9’s sketchnote layout methodology was a significant
departure from other participants. As the video
presentation played, P9 would take notes loosely,
brainstorming potential images and doodles to
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incorporate. During the presentation play, if time
permitted, though mostly post-presentation, P9 would
create a table of icons that mapped to a point covered
in the lecture before integrating them into the final
sketchnote (Figure 3).

about the structure of how I’m doing it from the time
it starts, so that 30 out of 45 minutes, I don’t run out
of space.” The layout visual summaries in Figure 4
confirm that generally, around 50% the sketchnote
space is filled by halfway through the lecture. This is
less so the case in the 4-minute video since material
was conveyed more rapidly and there was less
information to take up the page. Consequently,
participants were unable to be as visually and spatially
conscious filling empty page space.

Theme 2: Spatial Density

From adding to a page saturated with information, to
filling blank space, to reaching for scratch paper, how
one makes use of note page space proved itself to be a
constant consideration for individuals in our study.
Using Additional Paper to Overlay, Draft, or Append

Four of our ten participants used additional paper,
wherein two participants chose to incorporate
additional paper in their final sketchnote (P10 used a
full second sheet, and P3 taped a cut piece to their final
sketchnote) and the other two participants used
additional paper to prepare and draft information for
their final sketchnote [P6, P9]. P6 felt comfortable
casually throwing away any scratchwork they were not
interested in posting (Figure 7). They said, “When I’m
posting something online, I’m just looking for a nice
image, that doesn’t have to have everything from the
talk because it doesn’t matter that it doesn’t represent
the whole talk.”
On the other hand, the other four participants
interviewed experienced greater internal debate
whether to use another page while sketchnoting. Some
participants would add a second page to their
sketchnote depending on their interest level in the talk.
For example, P2 declared, “If I’m not interested in the
subject, I won’t go to the second page. I’ll indulge
more in the lettering, or coloring.” Other participants
expressed deliberating whether to move onto another
page and preferring to stick to a single spread. P8
noted, “I will move onto another page depending on
how much time is left in the talk. Usually, I’ll go with
the flow and try to fit everything into the page.”
Conversely, P8 felt some distress upon deciding to
move to another page. They said, “The hardest thing
for me is deciding whether or not I go on to the next
page. Sometimes they cover one more great point and
I have one page of 30 minutes of material, but 5
minutes on the last page.”

Figure 7. P6’s final sketchnote (top) and scratch paper
(bottom)

Of course, participants do not always strictly pace
page fill by presentation pace. Some information
occupies more space by matter of importance. P5
commented, “Setting the stage is important, where I
might do more in the first part, but I’ll sacrifice more,
or less.” We can also see this philosophy in practice
in P5’s sketchnote (Figure 4), particularly in the
shorter video, where the notetaking pre-presentation
took up roughly 30% of the page.
Techniques for Excessive or Insufficient Space

Though several participants mentioned not feeling too
concerned with an excess of blank space in their notes
[P4, P5, P8], all participants had sketchnoting
strategies to populate empty note page space. For
example, P8 would include earlier speaker quotes, or
play with the sizing of handwritten text, typography
lettering, and drawings (Figure 6). P3 and P5 would
section off the page to add notes when reviewing later,
add their personal opinions, or additional image
doodles (Figure 3 and Figure 8). The amount of note
page left would vary how much of a presentation’s
Q&A P6 would incorporate into their sketchnote.

Notably, P3, once realizing their earlier notes did not
relate to the matters of the talk, began sketchnoting on
another piece of paper. After the session, they taped
the additional notes on top of the less relevant notes
and integrated it into the sketchnote (bottom left
corner of P3’s sketchnote in Figure 3).
Pacing the Fill of a Note Page Based on Session
Duration

Four out of five participants we interviewed described
using the session duration to pace the rate they would
populate the page. P2 commented, “I’ll be thinking
9

Regarding too much space, P4 remarked, “It doesn’t
bother me and I let it be,” but if they’re bored, they
may start “start doodling in between [information].”
P2 may evade the potential issue of excessive space by
selecting a paper size prior to sketchnoting that they
would feel confident they could fill during the
presentation.

them (Figure 3). They reflected, “I tend to make tiny
paragraphs, or clusters, so that after the lecture, I can
cut and reorganize them […] Even if the lecturer went
A-B-C, I would reorganize it B-A-C if that’s what
makes the most sense for me. It’s structured around
what I want to find later.”
Theme 4: Tools Affect Focus

Our participants made it clear that the writing tools
they used influenced, and at times even governed, their
success in sketchnoting. In this theme, we bring to
light how sketchnote practitioners might use inking
tools, both digital and analog, to empower their ability
to record, process, and recall newly learned
information.
Limiting the Number of Tools to Improve Focus

While participants have explored a wide array of
notetaking tools, many explained that they try to limit
the number of tools available to them while
sketchnoting to minimize mental resourcing. P5
explained, “I try to keep the tools minimal because I
don’t want to be in the mode of cognitive load of
choosing.” Participants used between one and four
writing instruments for their sketchnotes. Table 2
indicates, however, that most participants kept to one
to two tools, and that the timing of tool use may
depend on the session’s duration length. Additionally,
in the table, we see that there is increased tool
variability before and after either video presentation
was played.

Figure 8. Close-up of P2’s sketchnote (bottom left-hand
corner), where they filled empty space with a container
for future notetaking

On the other hand, regarding overcrowding page
space, participants described creating containers to
capture information within a smaller space [P8], more
selectively triaging information for their educational
value before including it [P8], adding an additional
page [P6, P8] or adding sticky notes [P2].
Table 1, as well as the timeline analysis in Figure 18,
also illustrates that relative to the length of the session,
participants spent significantly more time refining
their notes after the shorter presentation video. The
layout analysis in Figure 4 confirms that during this
time, many participants filled empty space with larger
drawings, typography, containers, and color
embellishments.

4-Min
Video

19-Min
Video

Average
Number of
Tools Used

Pre1.4 tools
1.6 tools
1.5 tools
Presentation
Live
1.1 tools
1.1 tools
1.1 tools
Presentation
Post2 tools
2 tools
2 tools
Presentation
Table 2. Average number of tools used per video and
averaged across videos

4-Min Video
19-Min Video
Average Time Post5.34 minutes
6.65 minutes
Presentation
Average Time Post1.335 times
0.359 times the
Presentation
the session
session
Divided by Session
duration
duration
Duration
Table 1. Average amount of time spent post-presentation
sketchnoting relative to the time duration of the session

Interchanging Tools Based on Session Timing

Similarly, in Table 3, which was extracted by findings
in the video analysis in Figure 18, we see that
sketchnoters more frequently interchanged tools preand post-presentation. On average, more tools were
changed post-presentation (3.0 times) than any other
time, particularly during the longer video (3.9 times).
In contrast, the least number of interchanges occurred
during the shorter video presentation (0.3 times). We
predict that this is likely because of the rushed nature
of the 4-minute presentation.

Out of all participants, P4 seemed to worry the least
about filling white space. Interestingly, they noted that
their analog sketchnoting was influenced by their
behaviors sketchnoting on a digital tablet. In the
sketchnotes for the study, they surrounded each point
with ample white space because when notetaking on a
tablet, they were conditioned to later move points
around in the order that would make the most sense to
10

4-Min
Video

19-Min
Video

from batching all embellishing activities altogether, to
swapping frequently between other notetaking
activities. In Figure 9’s sketchnotes, we also see the
purpose of using colors, which is to draw attention to
certain words, phrases, and illustrations, and to
separate or to emphasize information across the page.
Our findings echo research by [25] across color, where
users would use color to mark phrases or ideas that
resonated with them. Unlike [25]’s participants, our
participants kept their color palettes constrained to
monochromatic or one to two accent colors.

Average
Number of
Interchanges

Pre0.7 times
0.5 times
0.6 times
Presentation
Live
0.3 times
1.7 times
1.0 times
Presentation
Post2.1 times
3.9 times
3.0 times
Presentation
Table 2. Average number of times tools are interchanged
per video and averaged across videos
Tool Qualities: Black Pens, Accent Colors

Nine out of ten participants used nonerasing pens, and
one used pencil with an eraser. In our observations of
the participants during the behavioral study, we found
that when participants made typos using ink, they
either scribbled them out, wrote over or on top of them,
or did nothing. Despite the messiness, when asked
why they only used pen, P2 reasoned, “I don’t want to
undo or move things around. With a pen that you can’t
change anything.” Similarly, P8 said, “I find it can be
distracting or too focused on making the notes look
good instead of the actual notes.” There was a
ubiquitous sense from participants to that more tool
options increased the risk of over illustrating or over
fixating on the aesthetic qualities of a sketchnote.

Figure 9. Examples of sketchnotes using only black ink,
black ink with one accent color, and black ink with two
accent colors (left to right)
Digital vs. Analog Tools

Nine participants took notes using a black pen either
in marker or gel. Of these participants, five used at
least one other color to accent or emphasize
information within in their sketchnote (Figure 3).
These accent tools were in the form of colored pencils,
gel pens, or wide tipped and brush-like highlighters.
Overall, the tool qualities across participants were
predominantly black ink and supplementary colored
ink, usually just one, for highlighting. Tools that
participants chose to take notes with may have evolved
over time or depended on personal preferences. P5
noted, “The history of my stuff is black and white, but
now, I’ve been working with black and a highlight
color.” Similarly, P2 commented, “One to two gel
pens. I almost always use black, and sometimes add an
accent color.” P8, on the other hand, had much greater
tool variability that supported specific notetaking
tasks. They explained, “I’ll have one black pen with a
brush tip for most of my lettering, a fine liner for
detailed stuff, or things I want to get on the page but I
want to change the color later, the pen strokes are not
obvious in the final sketchnote, and one pen but two
tips on it, one side very fine and the other thicker, that
I can use for highlighting as the talk goes.”

Without prompt, four of the five interviewed
participants reflected on their experiences and
sketching on a digital tablet compared to paper.
Several participants mentioned regulating the number
of available tools on a digital tablet to remove
distraction [P2, P5]. P2 commented, “I love my iPad
because it’s so constrained. I have a few pre-sets.”
Along the same vein, P5 mused, “When the iPad Pro
and Pencil come out, I felt it was an expansion of my
tools. But even when I do that, I try to constrain myself
to a few colors and pens. If I add too many things, it
will make me distracted and get lost.”
Another participant, P4, appreciated the ease of
moving points of information around a digital page to
flow in the way most sensible to them. They said, “The
layout on my iPad changes the most because you’re
able to move things around. I tend to make tiny
paragraphs, or clusters, so that after the lecture, and
cutting and reorganizing them around so that I can
make an order.”
Participants also compared the portability of digital
and analog mediums, particularly during conference
events, university classes, and on public
transportation. For example, P4, vastly preferred the
iPad as a one-stop shop for all notes (“I use [my iPad]
the most at school for notetaking in classes because
when I’m going to take a test, it is inconvenient
carrying everything around. I can be in line and
scrolling through [...] If I’m sick of the screen, or I’m

As seen in the video analysis in Figure 18, all six
participants who incorporated color mostly did so once
the presentation was over. One participant added color
pre-presentation, and two participants added color as
the presentation played. Coloring techniques varied
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in an auditorium, and it’s a little more personal, I use
[a smart notebook].”). Alternatively, P2 and P5
discussed analog writing tools’ travel friendliness. P2
said, “If I’m at a conference, I am choosing to bring a
notebook, or The Sketchnote Handbook [by Mike
Rohde], and one to two gel pens.” P5 also maintained
a simple collection of writing instruments, saying, “I
was interested in being super portable, carrying only
a pen and notebook in my pocket.”

Lastly, P4 preferred using analog writing instruments
for a greater sense of personalness or intimacy, such
as when journaling (“During the summer, I am more
focused on personal stuff and just using pens and
paper.”).
Theme 5: Techniques to Extract Information

Participants employed various techniques to extract
information, whether externally from a speaker to
triage information importance under time pressures, or
within a note page to underscore the importance of
certain material.

Experiencing pressure to perform for clients or for
commission, participants may opt for digital
sketchnoting for a higher level of crispness and
professionalism [P2, P5]. P5 said, “If I’m getting paid
for it, then I’ll try to make the output higher quality.”
P2 also mentioned feeling anxious when sketchnoting
by others’ request, saying, “When I’ve done ones for
other people, I’ve felt nervous and done more
preparation, with titles and motifs. I created a logostyle that I could copy between, like a little bank, that
would consistently have the same branding and color
palette.” Duplicating images is easier to do on a tablet,
so as such, P2 frequently chose to use digital inking
tools.

Prioritizing Information Given Time Constraints

Several participants shared that they trusted in their
ability to capture sufficient information despite time
limitations. P6 noted, “I feel confident about losing out
on something. I just don’t like that I don’t have the
ability to facilitate and understand everything.” This
sentiment captures the casualness that many felt about
managing an inundation of information.
Even so, participants invented several ways to capture
or select information real-time. For example, P2, P3,
P4, and P5 will “stake” words, wherein they jot a few
letters of each word in a phrase down to return to once
time permits (Figure 10). P4 will listen for when a
speaker may change their tone of voice to spotlight
more important points. P2 and P8 described leaving
space around half-finished notes to add details later.
We also see this behavior across participants during
our video study (Figure 11). In Figure 12, one can see
P8 purposefully building space under the word
“Treated” during the live presentation. Under time
pressures, P8 will transform points into overarching
themes and analysis post-presentation (lower half of
right-side page in Figure 12).

Finally, archiving and sharing sketchnotes after
completion was mentioned by several interviewed
participants as a final step once concluding the
sketchnote [P2, P6, P8]. When deliberating between
mediums, P2 said, “The first choice is analog or
digital, and it’s usually digital now because it’s easier
to archive and to share.”
On the other hand, participants may favor analog
sketchnoting for several reasons. Firstly, P4
mentioned delighting in the physicality of analog
notetaking (e.g., grain of paper, feeling of a pen
stroke), and they have appreciated the current
technological attempts to mimic it [P4]. They
explained, “The [smart notebook] I like because I can
feel it. In an auditorium, I like feeling the paper. They
have a line of their own erasable pens and markers. I
just want to have a different interaction.” However,
despite the “best of both worlds” capabilities of the
smart notebook, P4 acknowledged that they still
mostly used the digital tablet for its benefits.

Figure 10. P3’s sketchnote during the presentation (left)
and after presentation, where “staked” words have been
completed and where empty space has been filled (right)

P4 and P6 also mentioned notetaking with analog
writing tools upon experiencing eye strain from digital
screens. P4 said, “If I’m sick of the screen, or I’m in an
auditorium, and it’s a little more personal, I use the
[smart notebook].” For P6, they lamented about
failing to use up analog paper space, saying, “There
was a time at a conference when I was on the iPad and
my eyes were killing me. So I started doing it on a
spread of A4 paper with pen, and I ended up with a big
blob of white space.”

Figure 11. P1’s sketchnote during the live presentation
(left) and after post-presentation where empty space has
been filled (right)
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Figure 13. Close-up of sketchnotes by P1, P6, P4, and P10
with examples of typography lettering, use of negative
space, vertical writing, and embellished containers
Figure 12. P8’s sketchnote immediately after the
presentation (left) and after post-presentation processing
with themes and analysis incorporated (right)
Emphasizing and Organizing Sketchnote Information

During the behavioral study sessions, we noted several
ways that notetakers would try to draw attention to
select information, create visual variance, group and
divide information, or catalog notes for later reference.
All participants drew illustrations or iconography to
supplement their notes. All participants used various
font sizes and styles to distinguish headings and body
text, which has been already identified as a common
way sketchnoters emphasize, frame, or creatively
display content [25]. We also saw all notetakers
incorporate visual enrichment for their containers,
whether it was with embellishment, color, shadows, or
unusual shapes.

Figure 14. Example of sketchnotes by P6 with consistent
header during conference

The variety of notetaking techniques is most evident
in Figure 15, which displays all ten participant’s
illustration of the theme “Trust and Respect”
explained by the speaker in the 4-minute video.
Despite the variability in personal style, most
participants chose to emphasize the phrase in some
way (e.g., typography, underlines, colors, containers).

All six participants who used color did so to highlight
key text such as headers or notable points [P3, P4, P5,
P8, P9, P10]. At times, P4 and P8 wrote sideways next
to body text to capture a related point or to title the
section. P10 colored negative space between and
around points as another version of containers and
separators. P4 and P10 tagged related information with
the same color in their sketchnote post-lecture (Figure
13). P4 acknowledged that there were some
affordances required to stay focused, commenting, “In
the moment, I stick to only a few colors because it
helps me pay attention. If I use more colors, I am going
to make it look too cute. A balance of keeping my mind
busy.” When sketchnoting at a conference, P6 may
copy the same header over the series of sketchnotes
within the same conference (Figure 14). To organize
their completed analog sketchnotes, P8 sketchnotes in
different notebooks based on the topic.

Figure 15. Example of each participant illustrating the
theme “Trust and Respect” in the 4-minute video
Theme 5: Personal
Sketchnoting

Values

Reflected

While

Each sketchnote practitioner had a variety of personal
techniques and strategies they employed in their
sketchnotes. What remained consistent, however, was
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their mentalities regarding motivations, internally and
externally, and real-time improvisations.

originally inspired them to sketchnote, P6 commented,
“I get compliments on my handwriting.” Two
participants chose to add their social media handles to
the sketchnotes out of habit of sharing (redacted from
images to maintain their anonymity).

Personal Reasons to Improve Notetaking

Participants might develop their own visual language
to improve their ability to follow and hold onto details
of their own notes.

Despite the benefits that a community of sketchnote
observers, creators, and commissioners provides,
participants sometimes felt the need to prioritize the
others’ reactions, putting onus on themselves to
impress or satisfy the viewer. P5 noted, “When the
intention is for another person, things are different.
When I’m not paid for it, the pressure is off […] It
gives me the freedom to play and try stuff.”

For example, P4 described developing a personal
dictionary of icons (e.g., emoticons, a question marks,
solid stars, hollow circles, filled circles) to question,
flag, or underscore certain points (Figure 16). They
also would create manual mechanisms for staying
engaged when reviewing notes later. They described,
“I always try to make the notes interactive, boxes to
check off, circles to fill, that I can interact with later
while I’m studying.”

“Go With the Flow”

Three out of the five participants interviewed
mentioned getting into a “flow” while sketchnoting,
meaning that rather than trying to hyperregulate the
creation process of the sketchnote, they tried to relax
and accept its process and outcome. P6 noted, “The
biggest danger for me is if I feel out of control, like
worrying too much about the white page, or the
structure, or the timing. There’s an element of having
to surrender about what’s going to happen next, what
you can or can’t draw.”
Additionally, participants seemed confident and
trusting in their ability to improvise. This can be
particularly seen in the close-up of the video analysis
post-presentation in which there are very few pauses
in which sketchnoters didn’t take any notes (Figure
17). There is very little second-guessing; rather,
participants moved to their impulses without question.

Figure 16. Example of icons used by P4 for personal
reference

On the other hand, participants might explore new
techniques to stay interested or become even more
skillful at sketchnoting. Despite that all participants
were experienced in sketchnoting, all five participants
interviewed had techniques that they hoped to
improve. P8 described, “For me, it’s about […]
keeping it interesting so it’s not a rote thing. If I keep
doing the same thing over again, it is less interesting
and appealing to me. It might give me ideas for taking
notes easier or faster.” Practitioners mentioned
practicing script writing, portraiture, expending their
icon repository, and new mediums for color accenting
notes (e.g., brush pens, watercolor brushes).

Figure 17. Close-up on video analysis where there are few
pauses before and after the presentation play

To stay present, participants might brainstorm
pictography outside of sketchnoting sessions to refer
to more easily during presentations or establish
notetaking environments that eliminated any
distractions and enhanced focus (e.g., bringing
booklight to spotlight notes, sitting in the middle of a
row in an audience so that there would be fewer people
moving past, laying out tools beside note paper).
During sketchnoting, P2 described, “You’re trying to
be very much in the present, not thinking about the
past or the future. You want to get in a flow state of
hearing,
processing,
and
do
something,
continuously.”

Social Reasons to Improve Notetaking

In addition to adding new skills to stay engaged during
notetaking, participants displayed an interest to
improve information flow for others. P2 remarked, “I
want to help communicate the things that matter to me
better to others. I want to have better fonts and layout
to guide the viewer through it. I want to draw people
better because people like to see themselves.”
The social aspect of sharing sketchnotes was also a
critical motivator for participants, from getting
inspired to receiving praise and encouragement. P8
noted, “I also like checking stuff out on social media
so that I can incorporate that and appreciate the other
styles out there.” Similarly, when asked what
14

Figure 18. Color-coded timelines of each participant’s sketchnoting activities on the note page over time
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still delight in personal creative exploration, seems to have
implications on how a user approaches sketchnoting. All
our participants mentioned sketchnoting with a backdrop
of others’ perception of their work, particularly upon
weighing the benefits of digital notetaking. Sketchnoting
affected by an audience’s gaze might look like preplanning the layout, making illustrations crisper, reflecting
on praise from viewers, or considering the level of
reception from social media audiences. In a study by [41],
they found that 37% of artists acknowledged that their next
artwork creation may be influenced by other their
followers’ reception. From our experiments, participants
seemed to feel that receiving positive feedback, just like
meeting personal challenges, was a valuable motivator in
the sketchnote creation process.

5. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this last section, we will discuss our findings and suggest
implications for design and directions for future research.
Discussion Areas

Working to stay in the present moment. Taking notes is a
highly resource-consuming activity, particularly regarding
mental attention, storage of comprehension, written
production, and prioritization [3]. During sketchnoting, in
addition to processing information real-time, users also
must decide how to represent information creatively.
Furthermore, more than traditional notetaking,
sketchnoting adds even more cognitive load due to the
activities of tool selection, illustration, and writing
stylization. In our study, we found that participants created
further restrictions (e.g., limiting writing tools, cultivating
environments without distraction, pre-filling a note page
with presentation details) to balance the added multitasking
in the moment. In a study by [12], researchers discovered
that multitasking on a laptop resulted in significantly
poorer memory performance for students. They
encouraged that rather than eliminate technology in the
classroom, students would benefit from technology that
was built to regulate multitasking. There is a deluge of
tasks to juggle for users when they sketchnote, with analog
and even more digital ink, so it is critical to regulate one’s
attention.

Implications for Design

Simulate tactile experience. Several participants remarked
on the feeling of using analog tools, physically with the
tactile feedback, and emotionally with a sense of
personalness. Research by [18] backs that currently, the
limited haptic feedback of a digital pen makes notetaking
feel impersonal. In the future, we encourage tools to mimic
the feel of pen and paper. Additionally, offering various
tools of different weights and haptic experiences (e.g.,
tools with different brush strokes or tip sizes) will retain
the core elements of the sketching experience desirable to
the user.

Flow of information is moderated by white space. Several
sketchnote guides write extensively about the importance
of electing the right layout to guide an audience through
the material covered [9, 13, 15, 18]. While several of our
study’s participants mentioned that they would go back to
sequence and prioritize information in their sketchnote to
improve its readability, the overriding sentiment was that
participants generally filled the page intuitively and in
whatever format they were accustomed to. Those who
consciously selected a note page layout pre-presentation
still took time post-presentation to tie informational
elements together. Despite participants’ relaxed nature
when deciding on a layout, the layout they did choose
inevitably implicated how they would fill the space.
Similarly, closely related to a layout’s flow is white space.
White space can define the groups of elements on the page,
create order to an audience’s reading of note parts, and
facilitate the shape of a chosen layout. In [35], researchers
proposed S-Notebook, interactive digital paper which
extends a mobile device screen for more space to take
notes. They explained the need to separate navigation and
annotation activities to prevent overloading the visual real
estate on a mobile device. One could imagine how the
continuing evolution of digital notetaking tools, with
analog-like simulation and seamless extension of white
space, may affect the ways users build out a sketchnote’s
information flow.

Remove distractions during the live presentation. Being
fully attentive is critical while sketchnoting. In our study,
we observed that all participants attempted to limit and
remove potential distractions for this reason. Previous
research found that artists hold the same sentiments
towards digital and analog notebooks, expressing that the
infiniteness of digital tool options takes away from the
present moment of sketching [10]. In a similar way, future
digital tablets may benefit from engrained systems that
limit distraction. This could mean locking access to colors,
tools, and erasers until post-presentation, or creating an
“endless scroll” option to incorporate more paper and
remove any debating around adding paper.
The role of sharing notes on social media. The crispness of
a sketchnote produced digitally, as well as the ease of
posting it to social media, draw many users to exclusively
use digital tablets to sketchnote. As mentioned earlier in
the paper, being a part of a social community is a key
impetus for creating sketchnotes. Sketchnote Army, for
example, has a Twitter following of 12.6K strong [13].
Additionally, technology companies such as Microsoft and
Google translate their blogposts with visual storytelling in
the form of sketchnotes, with hopes to visually appeal to
blog readers [42, 43]. For this reason, it makes sense that
sketchnote practitioners may select a digital tool when
sketchnoting for a larger audience. The wider reach, as well
as the greater sense of performance, may inhibit one’s
ability to stay focused and avoid over illustrating in the

Balancing interests of self and of others. Harnessing the
positive feedback of others, while ensuring that users can
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moment. We encourage designers of future digital tools to
consider post-presentation note processing, such as to
smoothen and improve the aesthetic qualities of notes once
a presentation is complete. That way, users may focus
completely on notetaking until later.

(2) while layout was an important element to streamline the
informational flow, it was not as much of a concern as
filling the note space and the note space’s density; and (3)
sketchnoters may be influenced by a potential audience’s
reception, as well as their own personal notetaking
interests, preferences, and goals, as they take notes.

Modify layout for readability and sensibility postpresentation. Planning a sketchnote often includes
selecting a layout that accounts for information flow and
comfortability in the live planning. As some participants
described in the study, they may prefer sketchnoting on a
digital tablet for the benefit of moving information around
to their understanding. One of the benefits of sketchnoting
is that notes are written non-linearly, so they can be ordered
in a way that makes sense to the subject material. In the
Sketchbook Workbook, a popular book for sketchnote
beginners, author Mike Rohde explains a series of layouts
and their individual benefits and drawbacks [20]. For this
reason, the flexibility of shifting information around on a
digital device may appeal to notetakers. Making layout
easier to adjust or modify may look like creating a tool that
groups information either close in proximity or written in
the same time frame. That way, later when the piece is fully
completed, users can more easily move related pieces to
the order that most suits them.

For future work, as mentioned in the study’s limitations,
researchers could assess sketchnoting behavior on longer
presentations that are more common to note take for.
Additionally, it would be valuable to compare each
participant’s digital and analog notetaking side-by-side to
find how one might sketchnote differently, as well as
similarly, based on the medium. We hope to see that with
future designs, digital pens and tablets may further parrot
the comforts of pen and paper, with the luxuries of digital
systems at the touch.
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